Parish Council Minutes
Church of Corpus Christi
Tuesday, September 16th, 2018, 8:07PM, Gathering Area
In Attendance: Fr. Marc Paveglio, Mo Boxrud (Chair), Tony Valois, Kirk Enzenauer, Sandy Banaszak (vice-Chair),
Jim Colten, Alisa Weber, JoAnn Winter, Toni Leach (staff liaison).
Absent: Candace Logeais (Secretary).
Visitors: Sue Valois (staff), Liz Russell (staff)

Prayer (Mo).
Approval of Agenda.
Committee/Teams Structure: (Mo) Mo introduced a template to be used by committees and teams to describe
themselves to the parish. The plan is to have the resulting descriptions available to the parish by Stewardship
Sunday on Nov 4th. The CAT will decide how to present this on the web site. The individual groups should get
their description to Liz by no later than Oct 30th so she has time to get them posted to the website.
Update on Wednesday Night Outreach: (Sandy) This is on hold for now to allow more time to plan.
Introduction of Business Model for Future Event Planning: (Mo/Sandy) Mo introduced this by reminding
the council that Hand in Hand will soon be departing and this presents us with both an opportunity and a
responsibility for us to be thinking about how we will use our space in the future. Sandy passed out four sheets
she had assembled to start a discussion on how to make our extra space available for rent for the purpose of
generating revenue. This led to a discussion about how a rental business might affect the parish’s core mission.
There were several other issues raised such as Roseville zoning regulations and the need for Catholic Mutual’s
input. It was acknowledged that this is a worthwhile topic for discussion but still at a very early stage. The
Council will turn it over to BAT so they can assemble more information and generate recommendations for the
Council to work with.
Upcoming Joint Meeting with Saint Rose Parish Council: (Mo) This represents our November Council meeting for
which we still need to create an agenda. Saint Rose has already sent us some suggested topics for the meeting and Mo had
outlined a few we could suggest to them as well (all listed on the meeting agenda). The Council decided to prioritize two
or three topics and also discuss the format for the meeting. A new topic which we felt should be prioritized is the idea of
the perceived “competition” between the parishes. The second priority topic was planning joint events which would build
up both communities and foster mutual support and fellowship. Current examples cited were the Lenten Fish Frys and the
Summer Barbecue. A discussion of each community’s strengths would also be useful and might be a good icebreaker at
an opening social activity (perhaps with food and drinks to facilitate a spirit of camaraderie). Fr Paveglio suggested the
nice upstairs room in the parish center would be more comfortable for this type of meeting. The format could include a
large circle where everyone can be heard as well as time for small group discussions. We should all be thinking about
possible meeting formats. The meeting is scheduled for Nov 13th, 7:00-8:30 at Saint Rose.
Parishioner Comments and Ideas: Nobody had any parishioner comments to bring forward, and discussion of the
parishioner ideas listed on agenda was deferred.
Review of Parking Lot: deferred.
Prayer: (Alisa).

Adjourned: 8:05 PM.
Next Meeting: Nov 13th at Saint Rose.
Respectfully submitted, Tony Valois.

